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At A Little Creative Studio (6 Taylor Avenue, Golden Beach.)
• STANDARD CLASSES run for 2 hours, cost $25, and are to suit ages 5+.
All art materials supplied, including a morning or afternoon snack.
Parents may leave children for duration of class.
• JUNIOR-ART (+JNR) $15 - this option is available for most of the morning classes, and
means younger children may attend the class for the first hour, when accompanied by an
adult to help them. The 1 hour class is the same theme, but some simpler variations are
available for the younger children!
** some specialist classes cost a bit extra, or require you to bring items along!
** Large Canvas painting class costs $45 and runs for 3 hours.
** Pet Portraits - bring along a photo of your pet!
** Shoe Designs - bring along a pair of plain canvas shoes to decorate.
** Clay Faces - costs $30 for the class to cover clay/firing costs.
• LAZY-LUNCH $10 – a yummy lunch box and supervision for an extra hour is available after
the morning class /before the arvo class for those who want it! (12-1pm)
(must be booked at least 24 hours ahead to allow for catering arrangements!)
• Go to www.alittlecreative.com.au for further details and to book in to these workshops.
PRIVATE BOOKINGS: the studio and a teacher are available for private-group bookings –
choose a topic to suit your group and arrange a date and time to suit you! $25pp (group size
min 6)

www.alittlecreative.com.au
ph 0411 790 211 email: lindy@alittlecreative.com.au + follow us on Facebook + Instagram.

Class descriptions:
Busy Bees
Tuesday 2nd July 10am-12noon
We will be busy and creative making some
products with natural and local bees-wax!
Make some fabric-waxed lunch wraps, lip
balm and label/decorate your creations
ready to give as eco-gifts!

Bee-theme Stamp Printing
Tuesday 2nd July 1pm-3pm
Using bees, bugs and plants as inspiration
we will come up with some fabulous stampprinting designs to print onto our own calico
bags or pillow-slips. (you are welcome to
bring along any other fabric item to print onto
too!)

Robots
Wednesday 3rd July 10am-12noon
Design and create your own robot! First we
will draw and design a robot with amazing
features and functions... then the challenge
is to make your robot in 3D using assorted
construction materials - and lots of silver!

Fantasy Illustrations
Wednesday 3rd July 1pm-3pm
Imagine a world that has never been
seen before! Is it another planet? What
creatures, plants and structures exist there?
Children will use their vivid imagination and
illustration skills to develop their own fantasy
picture - a range of different media choices
available...

Class descriptions:
Large Canvas Painting
Thursday 4th July 10am-1pm
Compose and paint a large sized canvas
(50 x 60cm). It could be abstract, a portrait
piece or something that reflects your current
style and interests. (Bring along any ideas
or reference pics you may have - or we will
have some ideas and inspirations to share...)
* Extra time and cost: $45, 3 hrs.

Polymer Clay Critters
Friday 5th July 10am-12noon
Make cute little animals, miniature food, jewellery or whatever you can imagine with our
large range of Sculpey. Secretly, I think kids
are better at making in this medium because
of their little fingers!
(You will need to take the items home to
bake in your oven)

Cartoon Characters + Storyboards
Friday 5th July 1pm-3pm
Unleash your child-humour, poke fun
at everyday situations, or imagine the
impossible! Develop some main characters
and construct short stories and scenes
around them...

Pet Portraits
Tuesday 9th July 10am-12noon
Paint or sketch your favourite Pet! on
A3 paper we will guide you with your
composition and techniques to produce a
loving keepsake of your pet (or the pet you
wish you had!?) Bring along a photograph
to use for reference - sorry the real animals
need to be left at home!

Class descriptions:
Shoe Designs
Tuesday 9th July 1pm-3pm
Bring along a pair of Plain Canvas shoes
and come up with your own unique design to
match your style. Together we will paint on
them using fabric paints, markers and glitter
too if desired. (plain shoes can be bought
from K-mart for just $3.)

Clay Faces
Wednesday 10th July 10am-12noon
Roll our slabs, and explore texture and
scraffito onto the surfaces to create
simple and effective faces. A bit of basic
construction involved and the results can be
realistic, abstract or even tribal!
(Choose to use either air-drying or firing
clay)

Van Gogh Style Paintings
Wednesday 10th July 1pm-3pm
We will use broad brushstrokes with lots of
paint and movement to recreate a couple
of large, famous Van Gogh paintings
collaboratively, and then work on our own
masterpiece of choice to take home!

Panda Play
Thursday 11th July 10am-12noon
Explore charcoal techniques and learn to
sketch some cute pandas, then create a 3D
Panda in a bamboo garden - collage and
construction.

Class descriptions:
Drawing People
Thursday 11th July 1pm-3pm
Learn tips and tricks for drawing people
using various art materials. We will take
turns to also ‘model’ for the group - and
challenge ourselves with different time-limits,
techniques and looking at the areas we find
the trickiest!

You will also find Lindy out and about doing
workshops these holidays at the following events:

• The Wellness Mill, Nambour
Saturday 6th July: Stamp-Printing
11am-12noon
• The Qld Garden Expo, Nambour
Sunday 14th July: Stamp-Printing
12:15-1:15pm

